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You’ve taken the brave
leap to pursue your 
mobile app idea, and
Winnona Partners is
here to help make it
happen.

Congratulations on
deciding to make an app!

You have the vision for an
awesome app, but finding quality
information to help guide you
through the initial steps can
be challenging. If you’re in the beginning stages of
refining your app idea, this guide will help walk you
through the process. Along the way, you’ll learn customer
discovery tactics, the benefits of developing a Minimum
Viable Product (MVP), and monetization strategies. 
Let’s get started! 

Time to make
your app dream

become a
reality!

W



Choosing to develop an app is the same as 
deciding to start a business. It’s not easy,
but when you execute well it can be an 
extremely rewarding and profitable experience.

Is Your Business App-Ready?

There’s a common misconception that you can make a lot of
money simply by creating an app. In reality, the mobile app
industry is highly competitive. While it’s true that apps can
be very profitable, they must be based on a sustainable 
business model to achieve success. As a business owner, it’s
up to you to make sure that you’re choosing the appropriate
feature set and pricing structure for your users. By reading
this resource and going through the customer discovery
process, you’re already on track to building a great business!



There are several costs associated with
app development. Understanding your
upfront and/or recurring costs is essential
to developing a sustainable app.

Understanding The Basics

Apple and Google Developer Accounts
� ƍ�Recurring Annual Fees totaling ~$125.00

App Development Cost
� ƍ�Varies depending on feature set, platforms, and complexity

 ƍ�Anywhere from $5K - $100K+ 

Recurring Payments to Winnona Partners
� ƍ�Annual fee of $100-$500 for required sytstem updates AND/OR

 ƍ�Monthly payments of $100-$500 for server hosting and management



The Winnona Partners team is here to bring
your idea to life. From conception to
development, our team is ready to build
high-end technology to fit your business
needs. As a lean development company, our
reputation is determined by your success. We
hope you enjoy this resource, and thrive in the
customer discovery process!

We’re here to help your
project succeed!

Jonathan Richter
CEO

Chris Waterbury
CTO

Kirk Riley
CFO

Winnona Partners Core Team



ƍ�Validate your concept��+S�XLVSYKL�XLI�GYWXSQIV
���HMWGSZIV]�TVSGIWW�XS�HIXIVQMRI�[LMGL�JIEXYVIW�]SYV�GSVI
���GYWXSQIV�FEWI�VIEPP]�[ERXW�ERH�MW�[MPPMRK�XS�TE]�JSV�

ƍ�Validate your product��4YX�]SYV�MHIE�MRXS�TVEGXMGI�F]
���HIZIPSTMRK�E�[IF�ETT��[IFWMXI��SV�QSGOYTW��

ƍ�Validate your pricing��*EQMPMEVM^I�]SYVWIPJ�[MXL�XLI�TSTYPEV
���QSRIXM^EXMSR�WXVEXIKMIW�XS�GLSSWI�XLI�TVMGMRK�WXVYGXYVI�
���XLEXƅW�FIWX�JSV�]SY�

,S[�XS�9WI�8LMW�+YMHI
:EPMHEXI�]SYV�GSRGITX��TVSHYGX�

ERH�TVMGMRK�WXVYGXYVI

To help ensure your business is app-ready, we recommend 
you follow the principles in this guide and schedule 
consultations with Winnona Partners on a regular basis. 
While you explore the three validation stages, work on the 
accompanying milestones to solidify your idea. 

'SRXEGX$[MRRSRETEVXRIVW�GSQ�ƍ����������������



What is Customer Discovery?

ƍ�*MVWX��XEPO�XS�TSXIRXMEP�GYWXSQIVW�XS�ZEPMHEXI�[LEX
���=39�GSRWMHIV�XS�FI�E�TVSFPIQ�SV�RIIH��8S�[LEX
���I\XIRX�HS�XLI]�GSRJMVQ�]SYV�EREP]WMW#�-W�XLI�TVSFPIQ
���SV�RIIH�FMK�IRSYKL�XLEX�TISTPI�[MPP�TE]�XS�WSPZI�MX#

-RXIVZMI[�TISTPI
]SY�IRZMWMSR�EW
TSXIRXMEP�GYWXSQIVW�
*MRH�SYX�[LEX�XLI]
XLMRO�EFSYX�]SYV�ETT
MHIE�ERH�[LIXLIV
XLI]ƅH�FI�[MPPMRK�XS�
pay JSV�MX�

ƍ�7IGSRH��GSRJMVQ�XLEX�]SYV�TVSTSWIH�ETT�WSPYXMSR
���ETTVSTVMEXIP]�WSPZIW�XLI�TVSFPIQ�SV�WEXMWJMIW�E
���RIIH��



The question isn’t “can this product
be built?”- it most surely can! The 
more important question is “should 
this product be built?”

Yes - Your App Idea is
Possible to Build!

If given enough time
and investment, any
idea can become a
product. As an 
aspiring app
business owner, you
are charged with the task of determining whether or not
your feature set will provide enough value to attract
and retain paying users onto your platform.



Most startups
fail because 
they confuse 
search with
execute.

Search Vs. Execution

Search Execution

Customer
Creation

Company
Building

Customer
Discovery

Customer
Validation

Pivot

Once you’ve envisioned an app idea it’s understandable that you to want to dive
right into development. However, trying to create a product based solely on 
conjecture can be costly. You want to be confident that the features you‘re 
including are what your intended audience really wants. To help our clients
succeed, we encourage extensive customer discovery that enables clients to 
establish or pivot their feature set as necessary prior to app development.



“I believe [Customer Segment] will [use
this app/software solution] because 
[Value Proposition].”

Crafting Your Hypothesis

Crafting a good hypothesis takes practice. Start by
following the exact sentence structure above. Your
hypothesis should be a simple, one-sentence statement
of fact that can be proven true or false. Avoid using
jargon, commas or ‘ands’, or run-on sentences. Your
hypothesis is the crux of your whole business idea, 
so make sure you refine it throughout the customer 
discovery process.

Who: Customer/Channel

What: Product

Why: Value Proposition
� ����ƍ�7SPZMRK�E�TVSFPIQ
� ����ƍ�4VSZMHMRK�E�FIRIJMX



“I believe creative writers will buy
an artistic typewriter app because 
it will help them to share their compositions.”

Sample Hypothesis

Who: Creative Writers

What: Artistic Typewriter App

Why: It will help them to share their
          compositions

ƍ�'VIEXMZI�[VMXIVW�TSWX�SJXIR�SR�WSGMEP�QIHME

ƍ��X]TI[VMXIV�LEW�FIIR�YWIH�SZIV�SRI�QMPPMSR�XMQIW�SR�-RWXEKVEQ

ƍ�3XLIV�WYGGIWWJYP�ERH�TVSJMXEFPI�X]TI[VMXIV�ETTW�I\MWX��FYX�PEGO
���JIEXYVIW�XLEX�EVI�MQTSVXERX�XS�GVIEXMZI�[VMXIVW

ƍ�4VSZMHMRK�E�X]TI[VMXIV�ETT�[MXL�E�QSVI�ETTVSTVMEXI�JIEXYVI�WIX
���[MPP�ETTIEP�XS�GVIEXMZI�[VMXIVW�[LS�TSWX�SR�WSGMEP�QIHME

ƍ�'VIEXMZI�[VMXIVW�[MPP�FY]�ERH�YWI�E�X]TI[VMXIV�ETT�XS�WLEVI
���XLIMV�[SVO�SR�WSGMEP�QIHME

Supporting Evidence



ƍ�;LS�EVI�]SYV�QSWX�MQTSVXERX�GYWXSQIVW�ERH
���[LEX�EVI�XLIMV�WTIGMJMG�GLEVEGXIV�XVEMXW#�

-QTSVXERX�4VIPMQMREV]�5YIWXMSRW�
*SV�=SY�8S�%RW[IV

ƍ�;LEX�GYWXSQIV�TVSFPIQW�EVI�]SY�LIPTMRK�XS
���WSPZI#��;LEX�RIIHW�EVI�]SY�WEXMWJ]MRK#

ƍ�,S[�[MPP�]SY�KIX��KVS[��ERH�OIIT�GYWXSQIVW#

Customer Perspective

Financial Perspective

ƍ�,S[�[MPP�]SY�QEOI�QSRI]#�;LEX�MW�]SYV
���VIZIRYI�QSHIP#

ƍ�;LEX�MW�]SYV�TVMGMRK�WXVYGXYVI#

ƍ�;LMGL�TPEXJSVQW�WLSYPH�]SY�HIZIPST�JSV#
���M37��%RHVSMH��ERH�SV�;IF#



Now that you’ve answered some basic
questions about your business and

formed a hypothesis, it’s time to test
your assumptions!

Experiment & Interview

As you interview people, pay attention to patterns in 
customer responses, including body language. Face to 
face interviews with people you don’t already know are 
the most effective. Pose questions in an open, 
non-anxious way, without “leading the witness”. If 
possible, get feedback from at least 100 people.



Tips for an Effective Interview
Asking the right questions

Common mistakes to avoid

ƍ�%WO�STIR�IRHIH�UYIWXMSRW��-J�]SY�[ERX�XS�QEOI�ER�IZIRX�ETT�
���EWO�E�UYIWXMSR�PMOI�ƈ[LEX�HS�]SY�XLMRO�MW�XLI�QSWX�JVYWXVEXMRK�
���TEVX�SJ�TPERRMRK�ER�IZIRX#Ɖ��RSX�ƈ;SYPHRƅX�]SY�EKVII�XLEX�WIXXMRK
���YT�XMGOIXW�JSV�ER�IZIRX�MW�E�GLEPPIRKI#Ɖ��8LI�PEXXIV�PIEHW�XLI�
���MRXIVZMI[II�XS�JSPPS[�]SYV�S[R�XLSYKLX�TVSGIWW��ERH�QSWX
���TISTPI�[MPP�NYWX�EKVII�[MXL�]SY�JSV�WMQTPMGMX]ƅW�WEOI��

ƍ�6IGSVH�IZIV]�VIWTSRWI�EW�KIRYMRI�JIIHFEGO��IZIR�MJ�MX�
���GSRXVEHMGXW�]SYV�SVMKMREP�L]TSXLIWMW��8LIWI�VIWTSRWIW�QE]�
���VIZIEP�YRI\TIGXIH�XVYXLW�EFSYX�]SYV�GYWXSQIV�ERH�GSYPH�
���MRHMGEXI�XLEX�]SY�RIIH�XS�TMZSX�

ƍ�8EPOMRK�XS�XLI�[VSRK�TISTPI��1EOI�WYVI�]SY�MRXIVZMI[�GYWXSQIVW
���MR�]SYV�GSVI�GYWXSQIV�WIKQIRX�

ƍ�7IPPMRK�ZW�PMWXIRMRK��%WO�STIR�IRHIH�UYIWXMSRW�ERH�EZSMH�KIXXMRK
���TPEMR�Ƅ]IWƅ�SV�ƄRSƅ�VIWTSRWIW��(SRƅX�PIEH�XLI�[MXRIWW�XS�]SYV�S[R
���PMRI�SJ�XLMROMRK�EFSYX�XLI�TVSFPIQ�SV�WSPYXMSR�

ƍ�:EPYI�TVSTSWMXMSR�PSSOW�PMOI�E�JIEXYVI�PMWX��8LI�KSEP�MW�XS�GSRHYGX
���XLIWI�MRXIVZMI[W�WS�]SY�GER�GVEJX�ER�ETTVSTVMEXI�JIEXYVI�WIX��RSX
���XS�ZEPMHEXI�]SYV�EWWYQTXMSRW�SJ�[LEX�XLI�GYWXSQIV�RIIHW��



• Validate your concept. Go through the customer
   discovery process to determine which features your core
   customer base really wants and is willing to pay for.

• Validate your product. Put your idea into practice by
   developing a web app, website, or mockups. 

• Validate your pricing. Familiarize yourself with the popular
   monetization strategies to choose the pricing structure 
   that’s best for you.

How to Use This Guide
Validate your concept, product,

and pricing structure

To help ensure your business is app-ready, we recommend 
you follow the principles in this guide and schedule 
consultations with Winnona Partners on a regular basis. 
While you explore the three validation stages, work on the 
accompanying milestones to solidify your idea. 

Contact@winnonapartners.com • (678) 870 - 4408



A popular approach
for early stage startups
is to build a simple MVP,
like a web app or prototype,
that includes the most 
basic and essential
features to test your 
solution.

What is a Minimum
Viable Product (MVP)?

“A minimum viable product (MVP)
helps entrepreneurs start the
process of learning as quickly as
possible. It is not necessarily the
smallest product imaginable… it is
simply the fastest way to start
learning how to build a sustainable
business with the minimum amount
of effort.” – Eric Ries

MyBusiness Alpha

Thanks for joining our
alpha project! You can
log in below or contact

mybusiness@example.com
for more information.



MVPs can come in many forms.
As long as you have something
that looks functional and/or is able
to deliver a basic set of features,
then you can collect a lot of quality
feedback. This is typically considered
the “alpha” stage of development.

MVP Options

MVP Platform Options
• React Web App - An alpha website that functions like an app, built in React.
The site may include a log-in flow, branding, and some basic, core functionality. 
This option may also include some backend features. (Avg. Price Range: $2-8K)

• Wordpress Site - A Wordpress website to serve as an informative landing page
for your business. Simple features such as blogging, a Paypal payment system,
and contact forms are all possible and easy to manage with Wordpress templates. 
Design and functionality is relatively limited. (Avg. Price Range: $1K-4K)

• Sample Mockups - Images that look like the app you want to create. The
mockups will serve as a simple reference point for beginners who need to seek
initial investments or for demonstrative purposes. (Avg. Price Range: $500.00-1K)



Through your research, you may find
that people want something slightly
different than what you originally set
out to create. Embrace the opportunity
to rebrand or test new features. That’s
what the MVP stage is for!

Don’t Fear the Pivot!

ƍ�8SXI

ƍ�3HIS

ƍ�'SRJMRMX]

ƍ�+EQI�2IZIVIRHMRK

ƍ�&YVFR

Successful Tech Pivots



• Determine the goals for your MVP. What do you need it to
   achieve? 

• Choose a platform option. Which MVP platform is best for
   you? React? Wordpress? Screenshot mockups?

• Commit to an MVP strategy. Once you have an MVP, how will
   you obtain and analyze the feedback you need to move
   forward or pivot?

• Check out our Ultimate Guide to Building An Effective
   Minimum Viable Product (MVP) for more information! 

Taking the Next Steps
Stage 2: Product Validation

Schedule a consultation with Winnona Partners
to help you complete the following milestones:

Contact@winnonapartners.com • (678) 870 - 4408



Choosing the right monetization strategy 
is just as important as choosing the right
feature set. Think carefully about your user
acquisition strategy to pick the method
that’s best for you.

Monetization Methods

ƍ�4VIQMYQ�4E]�XS�(S[RPSEH

ƍ�*VIIQMYQ�SV�4E]QMYQ�-R�%TT�4YVGLEWIW

ƍ�1�'SQQIVGI

ƍ�7YFWGVMTXMSR�1SHIP

ƍ�%HZIVXMWMRK

Most Popular Monetization Strategies



The Premium app
model - also known as
the “paid app” or 
“pay-to-download”
model - is low-cost
to implement and the
easiest way to get an
immediate return.

Premium Model

ƍ�)EW]�XS�MQTPIQIRX

ƍ�0S[�GSWX�XS�HIZIPST

ƍ�1IXVMGW�EVI�IEW]�XS�XVEGO

ƍ�)EW]�JSV�YWIVW�XS�TYVGLEWI

Pros Cons

ƍ�&EVVMIV�XS�IRXV]���RSX�IZIV]SRI
   buys apps

ƍ�2S�VIGYVVMRK�VIZIRYI

ƍ�%TTPI�+SSKPI�XEOI���	�SJ
   all app sales (this is true
���JSV�QSWX�QSHIPW�



The Freemium model
is the most popular
monetization strategy
for games and social
apps. Offer your app
for free and include
buyable features called
In-App-Purchases (IAP).

Freemium Model/In-App
Purchases

ƍ�4ISTPI�QSVI�[MPPMRK�XS�
���HS[RPSEH

ƍ�6IPEXMZIP]�PS[�GSWX�XS�HIZIPST
   depending on feature set

ƍ�4SWWMFPI�XS�EHH�QSVI�-%4W
���SZIV�XMQI�XS�MRGVIEWI�VIZIRYI

Pros Cons

ƍ�2S�KYEVERXII�XLEX�E�HS[RPSEH
���[MPP�VIWYPX�MR�E�WEPI

ƍ�7ITEVEXI�ETTVSZEP�JVSQ�%TTPI

ƍ�%TTPI�+SSKPI�XEOI���	�SJ
   all app sales 



The Paymium model
is most effective if you
already have a large
audience willing to pay
to download your app,
AND you have additional
features you think
people will pay for.

Paymium Model/In-App
Purchases

ƍ�1E\MQM^I�TVSJMX�TSXIRXMEP

ƍ�+YEVERXIIH�WEPI�TIV�HS[RPSEH

ƍ�4SWWMFPI�XS�EHH�QSVI�-%4W
   over time to increase revenue

Pros Cons

ƍ�&EVVMIV�XS�IRXV]���RSX�IZIV]SRI�
���FY]W�ETTW

ƍ�7ITEVEXI�ETTVSZEP�JVSQ�%TTPI

ƍ�%TTPI�+SSKPI�XEOI���	�SJ
   all app sales. 



M-Commerce is the
most effective
monetization strategy
for online stores or 
retailers who sell
material goods. 
Amazon is the most
well-known example of
the M-Commerce model.

Mobile Commerce Model

ƍ�%TTPI�ERH�+SSKPI�[MPP�RSX
   take 30% of sales

ƍ�4SXIRXMEP�XS�MRGVIEWI�SZIVEPP
   sales with a mobile app

ƍ�3JJIV�HMWGSYRXW�SV�ERRSYRGI
   specials with notifications

Pros Cons

ƍ�2S�KYEVERXII�XLEX�E�HS[RPSEH
���[MPP�VIWYPX�MR�E�WEPI

ƍ�2SX�EW�GSRZIRMIRX�JSV�PEVKI
���TYVGLEWIW�SV�GSQTEVEXMZI
���WLSTTMRK��PMOI�FY]MRK�E�GEV�



Subscription services
can be an attractive
model, but it is the
most expensive
strategy to implement
and retaining loyal
users can be very 
challenging for new 
businesses.

Subscription Model

ƍ�'ER�KIRIVEXI�VIGYVVMRK�VIZIRYI

ƍ�*PI\MFPI�TVMGMRK�XMIVW

ƍ�3JJIV�XVMEP�TIVMSHW�SV�WTIGMEP
   rates depending on customer
   segment

Pros Cons
ƍ�1YWX�GSHI�WYFWGVMTXMSR
   separately for all platforms

ƍ�)\TIRWMZI�ERH�GLEPPIRKMRK�JSV
   new or emerging companies

ƍ�%TTPI�+SSKPI�XEOI���	�SJ
   all app sales for the first year 



Advertising is a relatively
low-cost option to 
implement, but 
generating substantial
revenue can be very
challenging if you don’t
have tens of thousands
of impressions or clicks
(also known as ‘Cost
Per Thousand’ or CPM).

Advertising Model

ƍ�4ISTPI�QSVI�[MPPMRK�XS�
   download if free

ƍ�0S[�GSWX�XS�HIZIPST

ƍ�7XVEMKLXJSV[EVH�WXVEXIK]
   if you have a large active
   user base

Pros Cons

ƍ�6IUYMVIW�E�PEVKI�YWIV�FEWI�XS
   generate revenue

ƍ�'41�MW�GSQTPI\�ERH�ZEVMIW
   depending on the advertiser,
   platform, and ad type. We
   recommend you do additional
   research online.  



ƍ�Gamification���MRGPYHI�[E]W�XS�ƄLSSOƅ�]SYV�YWIVW��XLIVIF]
���IRGSYVEKMRK�XLIQ�XS�FY]�QSVI�JIEXYVIW��8LMW�MW�HSRI�F]�JSVQMRK
���YWIV�LEFMXW�XLEX�GER�PIEH�XS�ER�SRKSMRK�VI[EVH�W]WXIQ��9WIVW
���EVI�TVSQTXIH�XS�HS�ER�EGXMSR��[LMGL�XLIR�PIEHW�XLIQ�XS�E�VI[EVH
���XLEX�GER�FI�TYVGLEWIH��8LI�,SSO�1SHIP�HIQSRWXVEXIW�XLMW�FIPS[�

ƍ�Customization���YWI�HEXE�ERH�EPKSVMXLQW�XS�GYWXSQM^I�SJJIVMRKW
���XS�YWIVWƅ�[ERXW�ERH�RIIHW��%�TS[IVJYP�I\EQTPI�MW�%QE^SRƅW�
���ƈVIGSQQIRHEXMSR�IRKMRIƉ��[LMGL�WYKKIWXW�WMQMPEV�TVSHYGXW�XS�XLI
���SRI�]SYƅZI�EPVIEH]�TYVGLEWIH��

ƍ�Pricing Relativity���XLI�TVMRGMTPI�XLEX�TISTPIƅW�TIVGITXMSRW�SJ�E�TVMGI
���MW�MRJPYIRGIH�F]�XLI�SXLIV�TVMGMRK�STXMSRW�XLI]�EVI�SJJIVIH��8V]�
���PMWXMRK�WIZIVEP�XMIVW�SJ�WIVZMGI�ERH�TVMGI�TSMRXW�JSV�]SYV�YWIVW�XS�
���GSRWMHIV���

%HHMXMSREP�7XVEXIKMIW
Strategies

&YMPH�GYWXSQIV
LEFMXW�YWMRK�XLI
,SSO�1SHIP�
EPWS�ORS[R�EW
ER�engagement
loop�

Hook Model by Nir Eyal



ƍ�Apple and Google’s 30% ��8LI�SRP]�[E]�XS�WIPP�HMKMXEP�KSSHW
���HMVIGXP]�XLVSYKL�ER�ETT�MW�[MXL�-R�%TT�4YVGLEWIW�There are very
   few ‘workarounds’ or ways to avoid this.�%TTPI�ERH�+SSKPI�LEZI
���FIGSQI�MRGVIEWMRKP]�WXVMGX�ERH�EHEQERX�EFSYX�SFXEMRMRK�XLIMV�
���TIVGIRXEKI�GYX�SJ�EPP�HMKMXEP�XVERWEGXMSRW��Your safest bet is to 
   accept the 30% charge and adjust your pricing accordingly�
���&Y]MRK�TL]WMGEP�TVSHYGXW��PMOI�MXIQW�]SY�TYVGLEWI�SR�%QE^SR��EVI
���XLI�SRP]�X]TI�SJ�HMKMXEP�XVERWEGXMSRW�XLEX�EVI�RSX�WYFNIGX�XS�XLMW
���GLEVKI��,S[IZIV��TL]WMGEP�MXIQW�GERRSX�FI�PMWXIH�EW�ER�-%4��

ƍ�Limited Support ��*SV�M37�ETTW��]SY�EVI�YREFPI�XS�SJJIV�QYGL
���WYTTSVX�XS�TISTPI�[LS�VIUYIWX�E�VIJYRH�SV�WIVZMGI�GERGIPEXMSR��
���*SV�MRWXERGI��MJ�WSQISRI�IQEMPW�]SY�FIGEYWI�XLI]�[ERX�XS�GERGIP
���XLIMV�WYFWGVMTXMSR��EPP�]SY�GER�HS�MW�PMRO�XLIQ�XS�%TTPIƅW�WYTTSVX�
���960�ERH�KYMHI�XLIQ�XLVSYKL�XLI�GERGIPEXMSR�TVSGIWW��%X�PIEWX�JSV
���%TTPI��]SY�GERRSX�GERGIP�E�WYFWGVMTXMSR�SR�WSQISRI�IPWIƅW�FILEPJ�

ƍ�8LI����,SYV�,YVHPI���*SV�TVIQMYQ�ETTW��GYWXSQIVW�LEZI�E����LSYV
���[MRHS[�[LIVI�XLI]�GER�SFXEMR�E�VIJYRH�JVSQ�%TTPI�SV�+SSKPI�
���%�WEPI�[MPP�FI�KYEVERXIIH�SRP]�MJ�E�YWIV�TE]W�XS�HS[RPSEH�]SYV�ETT
���ERH�XLI�ETT�VIQEMRW�MRWXEPPIH�SR�XLIMV�HIZMGI�JSV�EX�PIEWX����LSYVW�

ƍ�Policy Changes���%TTPI�ERH�+SSKPI�GLERKI�XLIMV�TSPMGMIW�SR�E
���VIKYPEV�FEWMW��WSQIXMQIW�[MXL�ZIV]�PMXXPI�[EVRMRK��;I�HS�SYV�FIWX
���XS�WXE]�SR�XST�SJ�ER]�WMKRMJMGERX�GLERKIW�XLEX�QE]�EJJIGX�]SYV�ETT�

%HHMXMSREP�7XMTYPEXMSRW
Stipulations



• Familiarize yourself with the industry standards.
   How do similar products make money?

• Pay attention to price points. How much do other
   companies charge for their services? This is one
   of the most challenging steps, so choose your
   pricing strategy based on interview feedback and
   market trends.

• Budgeting. Will this model generate enough revenue
   to be not only sustainable, but also profitable?

Taking the Next Steps
Stage 3: Pricing Validation

Schedule a consultation with Winnona Partners
to help you assess each of the following milestones:

Contact@winnonapartners.com • (678) 870 - 4408



You’ve learned what it’s going to take
to start making your app, now it’s 
time to take action!

Next Steps

ƍ�+S�XLVSYKL�XLI�GYWXSQIV�HMWGSZIV]�TVSGIWW

ƍ�*IIP�GSRJMHIRX�MR�]SYV�GSRGITX�ERH�QSRIXM^EXMSR�WXVEXIK]

ƍ�'VIEXI�ER�1:4�JIEXYVI�PMWX

ƍ�'SQQMX�XS�E�FYHKIX�ERH�HIZIPSTQIRX�XMQIPMRI

ƍ�'SRXEGX�;MRRSRE�4EVXRIVW�XS�QSZI�JSV[EVH�


